
Programming Schedule Listing

Friday, July 6th
12:00 PM Other Traveling Game Show

Run by Wikked Studios, this will occur throughout the convention space for the entire weekend. Keep your eyes
peeled!

Dr. Who Room More Than Thirty Years In The Tardis   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
In that murky period between 1989 and 1993, the BBC produced a brilliant documentary celebrating the 30th
anniversary of Doctor Who, featuring many of the series' veterans, among them Jon Pertwee, Tom Baker, Peter
Davison, Colin Baker, Sylvester McCoy and many, many companions. This version is the extended edition with
more than a half-hour of extra footage and a thrilling, alternate ending featuring Frazier Hines and Deborah Watling!

Video Room Avatar   (3 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)
Sexy blue people try to save their planet while militant, arrogant jerks fight to take their natural resources.

1:30 PM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Paul McGann: "The Enemy Within"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
After tons of negotiations, red tape, and the usual interference by the Powers That Be, Doctor Who returned in the
spring of 1996 in the form of Eighth Doctor Paul McGann, with a guest appearance by Sylvester McCoy as the
Seventh Doctor! Returning the remains of his archnemesis the Master (Eric Roberts) to Gallifrey, the Doctor
crashlands on Earth and finds himself in the care of a beautiful surgeon (Daphne Ashbrook) and a Chinese street
kid (Yee Jee Tso).

2:00 PM Anime Room Last Exile: Fam The Silver Wings (1-5)   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)
Another World: Fam and her 'family' of sky pirates become entangled in the expansionist war of the Ades Federation
as they reclaim lands from the settlers brought back by the Exiles.

3:00 PM Dr. Who Room How Do You Want to Celebrate 50 Years of Time Travel?   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)
Mark "De Boss" Dooley puts it to you-- what do you want to see next year as Doctor Who enters 50 years of time
traveling adventure? Villains, companions, former Doctors, a deep dive into the history of the Eternal Wanderer? We
want to hear from you and send the results directly to the production crew of Doctor Who in Wales!

Video Room Idiocracy   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: R)
"BRAWNDO! IT'S WHAT YOUR BODY CRAVES!"

4:00 PM Grand Ballroom 6 Conversations in Comic Specialty Shops   (1 Hour)
What are the topics of conversation and where do they lead? How do Comic Book Men and Big Bang Theory
compare to reality?

Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Jon Pertwee: "The Daemons"   (2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
The fully-restored version of this classic (and influential) Doctor Who epic finds UNIT and the Doctor and Jo
attempting to solve a series of mysterious deaths linked to the supernatural legends of Devil's End. Immediately
following is a documentary on the life Doctor Who producer and writer Barry Letts.

Anime Room Persona 4 the Animation (1-5)   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Another World: In a quiet mountain town, mysterious murders are taking place. A group of high school kids discover
that people are being pushed into another world through TVs, and discover their sleeping Persona

4:30 PM Video Room Constantine   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: R)
Poor schlump tries to buy his way into heaven by fighting off demons.

5:00 PM Grand Ballroom 7-8 What's New with Vampires in 2012?   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: PG-13)
Is there anything new? Since our last InConJunction, what movies, TV shows, books, and short fiction has been
released that pushed the edges, offered us something unique, returned to classic models, or simply continued
current vampire trends? Come share your opinions with other Undead lovers.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Lyric Writing 101   (1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)
Part 1 of 2: Lays the groundwork of song structures. The group then generates common themes and a list of strong
images and phrases from which everyone draws to create their individual lyric. Attendees take that list away to
create their verses and a "hooky" chorus or bridge on their own time.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Worldbuilding for Dummies   (1 Hour)
How do you create a world that holds together? It need not be "realistic" but what does it need to bring about the
Willing Suspension of Disbelief?

Atrium Race to the End of the World Registration   (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: G)
Are you a fan of The Amazing Race? Do you like goofy clues and winning silly prizes? We're looking for ten teams
to join us in an interactive hunt across the convention! Meet us at the panel to get your starting info and start your
game! Ages 10 and up.

6:00 PM Main Programming Opening Ceremonies   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
InConJunction XXXII Opening Ceremonies

Grand Ballroom 6 World Building - Society and Economics   (1 Hour)
Whether in science fiction or fantasy, once you've decided on the physical aspects of a setting, how do these impact
your characters' behavior, their relationships, and their environment. How do they earn their livings? Given their
circumstances what kind of government are they likely to be drawn to? Do they worship god(s) or goddess(es) -- or
both?

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Critter Build   (4 Hours - Audience Participation - Rating: PG-13)
Don't have a robot to bring? Want to compete? If you think you've got what it takes, come to our Critter Build
Session and show us what you can build in 4 hours with a large supply of LEGO! Finished bots must comply with
the rules of the competition for 2-pound robots. Limited Build Session availability (6 teams max)
For Rules and more information:
Volg Clawtooth's Critter Build Session Rules
Critter Course
Critter Crunch

Indianapolis Ballroom D Summoning Creatures from Cardboard   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
A presentation showing how some masquerade-winning creature costumes were made from free or inexpensive
materials, and some of the techniques that were used that do not require special tools or training, rather mainly
patience and imagination.

Anime Room Planzet (OVA)   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Broken Futures: After an alien invasion destroys the world's major cities, the survivors of humanity band together to
fight back with the Diffuser. Hiroshi Akishima, a soldier in the Planetary Defense Force seeks revenge against the
aliens that killed his father six years ago.

6:30 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Setup   (30 Minutes)

Dr. Who Room Welcome to Who-Net   (30 Minutes - Presentation - Rating: PG)
Mark "De Boss" Dooley welcomes one and all to the Whoosier Network's 2012 InCon appearance with the hottest
news on the Doctor and your favorite sci-fi films and TV series, loads of great fan videoes, and other cool surprises!

Video Room Super Happy Fun Time   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG-13)
Nuff Said!

7:00 PM Main Programming Setup: Concert   (1 Hour)
Setup: Concert

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Weird Science   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: NC-17)
We'll discuss some of the strangest science studies ever conducted like "The Optimal Temperature for using an
Banana to Drive a Nail". We'll also review the results of our study last year on left/right side preference and conduct
a new one.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Learn the Zombie Flash Mob Moves   (1 Hour)
Come learn the Zombie Flash Mob dance moves for the 10:45 PM Zombie Flash Mob. Coordinated by Wikked
Studios.

Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Matt Smith, Karen Gillan, and Arthur Darvill: "Let's Kill Hitler"   (1
Hour - Video - Rating: PG)
After several months of searching, the Doctor hooks up with Amy and Rory to sadly report that the hunt for baby
Melody... the future River Song... has failed. Little do they know that she's been in plain sight all this time!

Anime Room Darker than Black Season 2 (1-5)   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG-13)
Broken Futures: The Black Reaper continues to fight against Section 3 and rogue Contractors in order to keep Suo
alive and find his missing companion, Yin

Con-Suite Out-of-This-World Cupcakes   (1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)
A panel where participants learn how to make some outer space themed cupcakes. Planets, moons, alien faces,
flying saucers, the sky is no longer the limit!

7:30 PM Video Room Dawn of the Dead   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: R)
The choice is yours, the original or the remake. Don't f- this up or consequences will be had by all

8:00 PM Main Programming Five Year Mission Concert   (2 Hours - Performance - Rating: PG)
Original Star Trek-inspired band Five Year Mission performs.

Grand Ballroom 6 Zombie Survivor Panel   (1 Hour)
Will your Zombie Survival Plan work? Let the folks at Wikked Studios judge!

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Ask a Scientist   (1 Hour)
You've got questions? We've got scientists!

Indianapolis Ballroom D Working Wings from Inexpensive Things Workshop   (2 Hours - Presentation - Rating: G)
This workshop is a follow-up to the Elaborate Costume from Simple Materials Presentation. To give participants
experience with costuming, 10 participants will be able to assemble, and decorate a set of folding mechanical wings!
Instructions will be available to all.

Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Matt Smith, Karen Gillan, and Arthur Darvill: "Night Terrors"   (1
Hour - Video - Rating: G)
At a council estate in England, a small boy fears the creatures in his cupboard so badly that he sends out a
message picked up by the Doctor's psychic paper. It is soon discovered that the imaginary monsters aren't at all
imaginary!

9:00 PM Grand Ballroom 6 Book Reviewer Basics   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
With so may online bookstores and blogs, there is a great opportunity to voice your opinion with a book review.
Good review is still very rare to find on these sites. Come and listen to some respected book reviewers who have
been doing this for years, and learn the basics of how to write better reviews.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Watching the End of the World   (1 Hour - Presentation)
Whether one believes the world will end in December or not, films and television shows have dealt with end of the
world/apocalyptic aftermath topics directly or indirectly for decades. What are the most memorable creations? The
worst?

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "The New World"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
One day, no one dies. Not a soul. And it continues from the next day on. And while it seems to be a "miracle", it is
the vanguard of a world-wide disaster. The only solution to diverting the end of the Earth lies with a long-disbanded
(and disavowed) group of paranormal investigators-- an organization known as Torchwood.

Anime Room Steins;Gate (1-5)   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Broken Futures: A group of college kids manage to modify a microwave to send messages into the past, but have
drawn the attention of an organization called SERN. Now they must do everything they can to avoid being captured
by this mysterious organization.

9:30 PM Video Room I Am Legend   (2 Hours - Contest - Rating: PG-13)
Sexy Will Smith, crazy last man, fights off mutant vampire zombie things in the hood of New York

10:00 PM Main Programming Setup: Dance   (1 Hour)
Setup: Dance

Grand Ballroom 6 Kink and Sci-fi   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: R)
BDSM is a recurring theme in Scifi/ Fantasy from Gor to Kushiel's Legacy and beyond. A discussion of how it's
influenced our sexuality and kinks.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Polyamory 101   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG-13)
What is polyamory? How does it work from a relationship standpoint? How does it work from an emotional
standpoint? How does it function from a public appearance standpoint?

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Open Filk   (2 Hours)
Come sing, listen, or share.

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "Rendition"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
As CIA agent Rex Matheson brings Jack and Gwen to America, they soon learn that the conspiracy runs far deeper
than they ever imagined! Meanwhile, convicted (and executed) murderer and pedophile Oswalt Danes develops a
"cult of celebrity" when he makes apologies for his crimes on TV and the press.

10:30 PM Atrium Zombie Flash Mob   (30 Minutes)
Gather at 10:30 PM Friday for the 10:45 PM Zombie Flash Mob. NOTE: Make sure to attend the "Learn the Zombie
Flash Mob Moves" session at 7:00 PM in Indianapolis Ballroom D to get those moves down. Coordinated by Wikked
Studios.

11:00 PM Main Programming Darkside Dance   (3 Hours)
Come and join the Darkside Dance

Grand Ballroom 6 Kink 101   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: ADULT)
Learn more about the variety of sexual practices, how to experiment safely, what to expect if you do, and
relationship issues related to kink. Open to adults of all orientations, gender identities, and experience levels, though
we will be focusing on beginner/intermediate levels. This is a discussion-only session.

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "Dead of Night"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
Still on the run, Torchwood infiltrates PhiCorp's DC headquarters and discover evidence of their collusion in the
Miracle. Later, Rex persuades Doctor Juarez to go undercover for Torchwood at a PhiCorp event.

Anime Room Redline   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-MA)
Broken Futures: JP is a reckless driver seeking to win fame and glory in a race so dangerous and deadly that it is
only held once every 5 years. Along the way, he engages in a high speed romance with a rival racer named
Sonoshee.

11:30 PM Video Room Chillarama   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: R)
Prepare to be uncomfortably entertained.

12:00 AM Grand Ballroom 7-8 Polyamory 201   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: R)
Ok, we know what polyamory is. We know how it works publicly. How does it work at home behind closed doors?

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "Escape to L.A."   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
Relocating to Los Angeles, Torchwood attempts to infiltrate PhiCorps, but in trying to help her sister, Esther
accidentally aids a hired assassin to track the team down!

1:00 AM Grand Ballroom 7-8 Poly Meetup   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: R)
So are there other Poly people here?

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "The Categories of Life"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
Torchwood infiltrates and discovers the true horror of the internment camps. Meanwhile Jack confronts Oswalt in an
attempt to get him to turn on his masters.

Anime Room Another (Complete; 1-12)   (5 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-MA)
Creep Show: Class 3-3 isn't like other classes at xx Junior High. Being so close to death, this cursed class is forced
to take special measures to stay alive. All of this is thrown into disarray, however, when an unplanned transfer
student arrives from Tokyo

1:30 AM Video Room The War of the Worlds (1953)   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
Serioulsy, sci-fi classic, if you haven't seen it, you should... F- the version with Tom Cruise

2:00 AM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Patrick Troughton: "Tomb of the Cybermen"   (2 Hours - Video - Rating:
G)
On the planet Telos, the Doctor, Jaime, and Victoria encounter an archaeological expedition from Earth seeking the
tomb containing the remains of the Cybermen. But to their horror, the Cybermen keep well in tupperware.

3:00 AM Video Room 12 Monkeys   (2 Hours, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: R)
Bruce Willis. Brad Pitt. Not quite as funny as a barrel of monkeys, but damn, definitely just as entertaining

4:00 AM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Peter Davison: "Four to Doomsday"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
The Doctor, Adric, Tegan, and Nyssa arrive aboard a huge spacecraft carrying what appear to be Earth beings from
various times and places, on a peaceful mission to Earth led by a domineering commander. But a deadly secret lies
within the ship that tells a completely different story.

5:30 AM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Peter Davison: "Kinda"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
While Tegan recuperates from her exhausted state in the TARDIS, she falls under the spell of evil spirits on a jungle
planet being colonized by an Earth expedition.

Video Room Hitchhikers's Guide to the Galaxy   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: PG)
Douglas Adams... National Towel Day

Saturday, July 7th
6:00 AM Anime Room Anime Music Videos, Followed by Zesshou Symphogear Ep1   (1 Hour - Video)

Music Saves the World: Wake up to some good music and fantastic visuals. Then, battle against the mysterious
Noise with the singing Valkyries of Symphogear. More Eps available in Video Gaming

7:00 AM Anime Room The Fantastic Adventures of Unico & Unico OVA   (3 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
Saturday Morning Funnies: Unico has the special power to bring happiness and joy wherever he goes, but this
displeases the Gods of Olympus and they banish the baby unicorn to the Hill of Oblivion. Feeling sorry for his fate,
the West Wind defies her orders, however, attempting to hide him away from the Gods.

7:30 AM Video Room Classic Saturday Morning Cartoons   (4 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
Your favorite Saturday Morning Cartoons from the 1980's, now with cool commercials in full cinematonic color

9:00 AM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with David Tennant:: "Human Nature", "The Family of Blood"   (1 Hour, 30
Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
Paul Cornell adapted this Hugo-nominated screenplay from his best-selling Doctor Who novel. On the run from the
deadly Family of Blood, the Doctor submerges his alien persona into that of a timid, turn-of-the-century
schoolteacher, with only Martha Jones, posing as his housemaid, aware of his true identity and how to bring him
back. But complications arise from leading a human life, including falling in love with the school nurse.

9:30 AM Grand Ballroom 7-8 Blood Drive   (4 Hours, 30 Minutes)
The Robert A. Heinlein Memorial Blood Drive

10:00 AM Main Programming Sneak Preview of the Play Going... Going... Gone   (1 Hour - Performance)
Come catch a sneak preview of the play Going... Going... Gone, which will be part of the 2012 Indy Fringe Festival.

Grand Ballroom 6 The Best of Science Fiction on TV   (1 Hour)
What's been the best science fiction, fantasy and horror on TV in the last 10 years?

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Fanfiction Sharing   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: PG)
Do you write fanfiction or are you simply a fan of the genre? Come and share your work or listen to others share.
Learn about new authors and old favorites.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Vampires   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion)
The best vampire stories since Dracula, or what makes a vampire novel stand out. Come discuss with us.

Anime Room Squid Girl/Ikamusume (1-5)   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Saturday Morning Funnies: Ika Musume (Squid Girl) is on a quest to dominate humanity to stop them from polluting
the world's oceans, but first, she has to conquer a beach cafe to set up her base.

10:30 AM Dr. Who Room Are You Smarter than a Sci-Fi Geek?   (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: PG)
Rise and shine, my pretties! If you have the brains and the stones to face off against trivia master Mark C. Dooley
for fabulous prizes, then come get some, mama jamma!

11:00 AM Main Programming Q&A with Kevin Hearne   (1 Hour - Q & A - Rating: G)
Come ask questions of Author Guest of Honor Kevin Hearne

Grand Ballroom 6 The State of Film in Indiana   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion)
A group of local filmmakers discuss the current environment for film making in Indiana.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C So You Want to Make a Costume   (1 Hour)
A general introduction to the world of costuming. A place for novices to learn, and pros to swap locales to find the
those hard-to-get details.

Indianapolis Ballroom D The Rise of the Hackers   (1 Hour)
Hackerspaces are a relatively new phenomenon popping up in cities and towns all across the world. They are
spaces where people can share tools and knowledge to build just about anything. Come join representatives of
Bloominglabs (a Bloomington, Indiana hackerspace) and Club Cyberia (a new Indy hackerspace) about what
hackerspaces are, why they are cool, and how they can benefit the con community.

Atrium Race to the End of the World   (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: PG)
Are you a fan of The Amazing Race? Do you like goofy clues and winning silly prizes? We're looking for ten teams
to join us in an interactive hunt across the convention! Meet us at the panel to get your starting info and start your
game! Ages 10 and up.

11:30 AM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Christopher Eccleston: "The Empty Child" and "The Doctor
Dances"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
Considered by many to be one of most bone-chilling episodes of all time. Tracking an unknown object from the time
vortex, the Doctor and Rose arrive in London during the Blitzkrieg, where they encounter a fellow time-traveler
turned roguish con man, a mysterious child in a gas mask looking for his mother, and... jeez, it gives me
goosebumps just talkin' about it!

Video Room Super Happy Fun Time   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG-13)
SECOND VERSE, SAME AS THE FIRST

12:00 PM Main Programming Q&A with Paul Taylor   (1 Hour)
Artist Guest of Honor Paul Taylor will answer questions!

Grand Ballroom 6 Teens vs. the Zombie Apocalypse   (1 Hour - Rating: PG)
How can teenagers prepare to combat the possible zombie apocalypse?

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Master Costuming   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: G)
Learn tricks and techniques of costuming from the professionals at Fyberdyne Labs.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Pioneers & Experts: Discontinuous Science   (1 Hour - Presentation)
Ostracized by the mainline scientific community, "mavericks" question dogma, use the scientific method rigorously,
and have strong command of scientific tools. Not all mavericks are right, but their exploration-- not accepted experts-
- is critical for science's big advances and many benefits we enjoy today.

Other Murder Mystery   (1 Hour)
Hosted by Wikked Studios, this will start in the Atrium and then move throughout the convention space as it
progresses.

Anime Room Best Anime You've Never Heard of   (1 Hour - General Discussion)
Panel: Discussion of very good, obscure, and lesser known anime that you may or may not have heard of

1:00 PM Main Programming Q&A with Mike Moore   (1 Hour - Q & A)
Guest of Honor Prop Master Mike Moore will be answering your questions!

Grand Ballroom 6 Mythology and Writing   (1 Hour)
Come listen to the Author and Artist Guests of Honor discuss the use of Mythology in their literary endeavors

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C How to Source Materials for Costume Making   (1 Hour - Rating: G)
Learn from professionals and award winning costumers how to find the materials you need, and how to get
companies to send it to you.

Indianapolis Ballroom D The Star Trek Vision: Do We Have the Will to Achieve It?   (1 Hour)
Why has scientific advance slowed and what will it take to rev up?

Dr. Who Room How the Heck Did You Get in Here in the First Place?!   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)
Doctor Who is slowly being seen in America as a cultual icon on the level of Star Trek! From Community to Conan to
Leverage to No. 1 fanboy Craig Ferguson, we're slowly losing our elite status, so before we walk into Wal-Mart and
find tons of DW merchandise for the taking, let's talk about how we all discovered this show. How did you discover
Doctor Who?

Anime Room Liked the Manga, Loved the Anime or Not?   (1 Hour - General Discussion)
Panel: It's not uncommon for manga & novels to become anime or movies, but sometimes, the results are pretty
different from the orignal. Discussion about 'adaptation drift.'

Video Room Monster Squad   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG-13)
Wolfman's got nards!

2:00 PM Main Programming Charity Auction   (2 Hours - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
Bid on donated items in the Charity Auction. All proceeds go to our official charities.

Grand Ballroom 6 Geek Knitting Workshop   (2 Hours - Workshop)
Grab your knitting (or crocheting) projects and join us for geeky crafting goodness. Don't know how to knit? That's
fine! Bring some supplies and we'll get you started. Toni Carr (aka Joan of Dark) will be hosting and showing off
projects from her newest book Knits for Nerds.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Closed   (1 Hour)
Blood Drive Teardown

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C How to Play the Bodhran   (1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)
The Celtic drum is harder than it looks, but with tips from master bodhranista Brenda Sutton, you'll be banging along
on yours in no time. Extra drums and tippers available for people with no bodhran.

Indianapolis Ballroom D What Does a Movie Assistant Director Do?   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
Mark Racop, Mike Williams, and Kate Chaplin explain the duties of an assistant director on a film set. Learn about
scheduling, moving from one location to another, and why assistant directors hate to hear the words "golden hour."

Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Tom Baker: "Full Circle"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
In the first part of the E-Space saga, the Doctor, enroute to returning Lady Romana (now played by Lalla Ward) to
Gallifrey, accidentally slips the TARDIS into an alternate dimension. On a jungle planet they encounter the survivors
of a crashed space transport who are being stalked by a malevolent race of amphibians!

Anime Room Ironman (1-5)   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Heroes Block: Tony Stark travels to Japan to build an Arc Reactor. As he begins his plans for retirement,
mechanical monsters from Zodiac derail his plans and try to steal the Ironman Dio armours.

Video Room Shaun of the Dead   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG-13)
Do-be-do-be-do be-do-be-do... UNGH!!

3:00 PM Grand Ballroom 7-8 Starfleet Command Mid-Year Meeting   (1 Hour)
Exactly what it says on the label-- Starfleet Command Mid-Year Meeting

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Concert: Jen Midkiff   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
Jen Midkiff performs her solo work.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Mark Racop's Batmobile Business   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
Find out how mild-mannered Mark Racop turned a hobby building a custom car in a garage into a $400,000 a year
business-- in the middle of a recession!

3:30 PM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Tom Baker: "State of Decay" (Time approximate)   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes -
Audience Participation - Rating: G)
With their newest companion Adric aboard the TARDIS, the Doctor and Romana find themselves on a planet caught
up in a deep feudal state, with three dominant lords terrorizing the populace. In fact, their methods suggest that
these dictators may be the basis of Earth's legendary vampires!

Video Room Survival Plan Z Panel   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG-13)
Zombies are all the rage! Find out how Fight Hub Productions and Wikked Studios made Surival Plan Z, locally
filmed Zombie Movie! You will have the opportunity to meet and talk with the writers and creators, some of the
actors, and the makeup artists.

4:00 PM Main Programming Q&A with Wild Mercy   (1 Hour)
Come talk with Music Guests of Honor Wild Mercy

Grand Ballroom 6 Learn to Suck: A Lesson in Vacuum Forming   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG-13)
A hands-on demonstration of vacuum forming plastic to create replica props, presented by Fyberdyne Labs.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Zombie Apocalypse Survival Planning & Preparedness   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion -
Rating: PG-13)
What to do if there is an outbreak of Zombies in your area. Solo? Group? Vehicles, weapons, best sources of
salvage with minimal exposure to the walkers. Roundtable discussion with audience participation encouraged -
"What has worked for you, in the past?"

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C 2012 Video Trivia Contest    (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: PG)
Show off your knowledge of movie trivia and win great prizes like DVDs, toys, and Jeff's undying love! With special
guest questions from the Video Vixens!

Indianapolis Ballroom D Digital Comics: A Year in Review   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG)
So what has changed in the past year? Is it better, worse, or no change?

Anime Room Tiger & Bunny (1-5)   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Heroes Block: What would happen if superheroes needed sponsorship to operate? Sternbild City is such a place,
where 'Next's, people with special abilities reside and protect the city.

4:30 PM Video Room Sneak Preview: Surival Plan Z   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG-13)
A Simply Infectious Movie!!

5:00 PM Main Programming End Of The World Concert: Wild Mercy   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes)
Celebrate the upcoming end of the world with Wild Mercy in concert.

Grand Ballroom 6 The Future of Comic Book Movies   (1 Hour)
What's on deck, what's getting the green light and what's stuck in development hell?

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Who Said That!?   (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: PG)
A contest with audience participation of knowing who said what from any and all Star Trek programs/movies, etc.
Starfleet Command Officers will lead this session.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Top 10 Worst Movies for 2012   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: PG-13)
Come and experience the hideous glee of movies like The Banglar King Kong and a special horror tribute to
everyone's favorite holiday.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Zombies! with Charlie Kaufman   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: PG-13)
Preventing and preparing for the Zombie Apocalypse with disaster preparedness expert Charlie Kaufman

5:30 PM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Tom Baker: "Warriors' Gate" (Time approximate)   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes -
Video - Rating: PG-13)
The Doctor, Adric, and Romana soon discover they are not the only space travelers trapped in E-Space. A slaver
ship carrying a living cargo is attempting to free itself, and seeks whatever technology they can steal from the
TARDIS!

Video Room Super Happy Fun Time   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG-13)
Stupid fun with the hit game What Would U Do For a Fu@*ing Shirt, where U the audience answer questions to win
a chance to entertain us to win shirts and other prizes.

6:00 PM Grand Ballroom 6 Lyric Writing 201   (1 Hour - Workshop - Rating: G)
Part 2 of 2, participants return for a "line reading" of their work. We polish and strengthen their structure, rhymes,
and flow, offering suggestions that they may or may not take. Most participants come out with a good set of lyrics
that they can then put to a tune. At the very least they will have learned a method of creating lyrics that will help
them in their future song writing.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Mistakes Beginning Writers Make   (1 Hour)
Learn the most common mistakes beginning writers make and how to avoid them.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Art Auction   (2 Hours - Audience Participation - Rating: PG)
Art Auction

Indianapolis Ballroom D Techniques of Fiberglass Costuming   (1 Hour - Rating: PG)
Fyberdyne Labs presents the intricate processes of fiberglass costuming.

Anime Room AccelWorld (1-5)   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Heroes Block: Roly-poly Haruyuki's life changes completely when the school beauty, Kuroyuki-hime, takes an
interest in him and introduces him to Brain Burst, a special program that accelerates one's perception of their
surroundings for a limited time.

6:30 PM Main Programming Setup   (30 Minutes)
Setup Cheshire Moon

Video Room Tucker and Dale vs Evil   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: R)
Hillbillies have feelings too, but not according to these college kids. They'll get what's coming to them

7:00 PM Main Programming Concert: Wax Chaotic   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: NC-17)
Both musically and lyrically eclectic, Wax Chaotic changes the mood and tone of their performance as whimsy
dictates. Their musical influences include alternative, punk, bluegrass, blues, rock, pop, and of course, traditional
and modern folk. They are lyrical storytellers, weaving themes of science-fiction and fantasy in with real-world
events from their own lives.

Grand Ballroom 6 Sci-Fi/Fantasy Spelling Bee   (1 Hour - Contest)
The annual event will bring competitors together to spell out some of the most beloved people, places and things in
the multiverse. Can you tell T'Pau from T'Pol? Prove it!

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Sci-Fi Television Cancelled Too Soon   (1 Hour)
Did any of your favorite science fiction TV shows get too quick a hook?

Indianapolis Ballroom D Why Movie Preproduction Matters   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
Join Mark Racop, Chuck Budreau, and Kate Chaplin to find out why you'll never hear a filmmaker say, "There was
just too much preproduction on this movie." Learn what to do and what not to do while putting together the elements
to make your latest blockbuster. Come armed with questions and ask the experts how to make your movie happen.

Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Matt Smith, Karen Gillan, and Arthur Darvill: "The Girl Who
Waited"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)
The Doctor takes Amy and Rory to what he assumed was a holiday planet, but due to a plague quarantine, they
arrive in a "kindness" clinic, where the Doctor and Rory get separated from Amy. Trapped in one of the quarantine
rooms, time passes much faster for the heroic girl, with the Doctor and Rory finally catching up to her... 36 years
later!

8:00 PM Main Programming Setup: Masquerade   (30 Minutes)
Setup: Masquerade

Grand Ballroom 6 Most Memorable SF&F Heroes and Villains   (1 Hour)
In science fiction and fantasy, who, or what, stands out as the most memorable heroes? The most memorable
villains?

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Pre-Teen and Teen Science Fiction: Shaping Future Adult Markets   (1 Hour - Round
Table Discussion - Rating: PG)
The conventions of teen science fiction will form its readers' expectations of adult fiction when they get older. We will
examine current teen fiction, compare it to past teen fiction, and predict the path of future teen fiction.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Crafting Fandom   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
Does sci-fi/fantasy fandom inspire your inner crafty geek? Does watching old Doctor Who episodes inspire you to
knit a scarf of crazy length? Did you knit yourself a Jayne Cobb hat? Then this is the panel for you! Join Knits for
Nerds author Toni Carr (aka Joan of Dark) and other craft artists while they discuss their favorite nerdy projects.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Video Editing in Premiere   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
Mark Racop, Jeff Ello, and Eric Bumpus show the ins and outs of digitizing footage, editing, laying in audio tracks,
and other fun editing tricks.

Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Matt Smith, Karen Gillan, and Arthur Darvill: "The God Complex"  
(1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)
Still trying to find that ever-elusive holiday spot, the Doctor, Amy and Rory wind up trapped in a 1980's-styled hotel,
where each room is filled with the occupants' most terrible fear. Succumbing to it makes you the target of a horrifying
creature very much resembling a minotaur!

Anime Room Anime Tropes   (1 Hour - General Discussion)
Panel: An explanation and discussion of common, recurring anime themes and tropes

Video Room The Convent   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: R)
In our opinion, the greatest opening for a movie... wait for it... EVER!!

8:30 PM Main Programming Masquerade   (1 Hour - Contest - Rating: G)
Masquerade costuming contest.

9:00 PM Grand Ballroom 6 Writing and Holding a Full-Time Job   (1 Hour)
Few people make enough money writing to quit their day job. Learn how to do both.

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Phoenix Theatre   (1 Hour)
Phoenix Theatre presents...

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Setup   (30 Minutes)
Concert Setup

Indianapolis Ballroom D Film Sound   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
A detailed discussion on how to gather the best sound for your film project.

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "The Middle Men"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
What is "The Blessing" and how is it connected to the real conspirators behind Miracle Day, the elusive "Families"?
As Rex and his crew go deeper undercover, Gwen is faced with the toughest decision of her life-- to rescue her
family, she must betray Capt. Jack!

Anime Room Hayabusa (Live Action)/AKB0048 Ep1   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
Inspirational: An astronomy student becomes involved with the Japanese Space Agency's launch and recovery of a
robot probe to an asteroid in this fictionalized telling of the Hayabusa Mission. The Right Stuff of unmanned space
flight.

9:30 PM Main Programming Setup: Karaoke   (30 Minutes)
Setup: Karaoke

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Concert: Cheshire Moon   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: NC-17)
A fountain of folklore, melody, and magic that is Cheshire Moon in concert.

Video Room Super Happy Fun Time   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG-13)
It's a super time. It's a Fun time. It's a happy time. And did we mention, we give out free st*ff

10:00 PM Main Programming Karaoke   (4 Hours - Audience Participation - Rating: PG-13)
Karaoke and dance.

Grand Ballroom 6 Comic Book Movies in Retrospect.   (1 Hour)
Come and share your thoughts on the best and the worst so far. The more input, the better!

Indianapolis Ballroom D A Walk Through the Neighborhood   (1 Hour - Presentation - Rating: G)
An updating of the latest science of planets in the nearby star systems - population, types, probable conditions on
the ground, and speculation on possible life forms. "There are probably about one hundred super-Earth planets in
the habitable zones around stars in the neighborhood of the Sun at distances less than about 30 light-years"
(Spaceref.com, summarizing European Southern Observatory survey)

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "Immortal Sins"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
As Gwen delivers Jack to "The Families", we flash back to New York 1922 and a chance encounter between Jack
and an Italian immigrant named Angelo. Little does Jack know that their intimate relationship will have deep
repercussions in the present!

10:30 PM Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Open Filk   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes)
Come sing, listen, or share.

11:00 PM Grand Ballroom 7-8 Polyamory: More Than One Way to Skin a Cat   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
There are as many flavors of polyamory as there are people living the lifestyle. How do you love? How do you craft
your relationships? How do you deal with the green-eyed monster?

Indianapolis Ballroom D How Does Science Work?   (1 Hour)
What is it that makes one thing "science" and something else "not science"? What are the key elements that define
"science"?

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "End of the Road"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
The origins of Miracle Day and "the Blessing" are finally revealed, just as the CIA takes charge of the situation. But
Jack discovers a secret in Angelo's room, and with Gwen now deported, it's up to him and Esther to bring it back to
Torchwood!

Anime Room Hayabusa (Live Action)/AKB0048 Ep1   (30 Minutes - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Inspirational: Even in a future where there are bans on public entertainment, four young girls set out to follow their
dreams of becoming members of the guerilla idol group, AKB0048. More Eps available in video gaming. Starts at
11:20

Video Room Darkside Ball   (3 Hours - Video - Rating: R)
Let's see you dance, sucka! Adults only

11:30 PM Anime Room First Squad   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: TV-MA)
The Problem with Dead People: During WWII, many nations sought to exploit mental powers to turn the tide of the
war. The Russian First Squad was, unfortunately, wiped out. Now the last member must rely on the powers of her
dead allies to fight off the Gernam attempt to ressurect a warrior without equal. Starts at 11:45

12:00 AM Grand Ballroom 7-8 Poly Roundtable & Meet-Up   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: ADULT)
For those involved in the lifestyle to get to know one another and those who want to get into the lifestyle to meet
people.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Rocky Horror Picture Show   (2 Hours)
Rocky Horror Picture Show

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "The Gathering"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
Two months after the events at the mansion, the world is immersed in a massive depression. And as Gwen fights to
hide her father, an unexpected visitor brings valuable insider information about "The Families" and the location of
the entity known only as "The Blessing"

1:00 AM Grand Ballroom 7-8 BDSM 101   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: EXPLICIT)
Introduction to the BDSM lifestyle and its many different connotations for the label.

Dr. Who Room Torchwood - Miracle Day: "The Blood Line"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: R)
The Torchwood team discovers "The Blessing", but their situation is far from ideal. Its destruction will restore death,
but it will also mean that Gwen's father, Jack, Rex, and one other will all perish!

Anime Room Mardock Scramble   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: TV-MA)
The Problem with Dead People: Murdered and reborn as a cyborg, Balot seeks revenge against her killer and his
mutant compatriots who want to collect parts of her body for their gruesome pleasure.

2:00 AM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with William Hartnell: "The Romans"   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
The Doctor, Vicki, Barbara, and Ian arrive in Rome 64 A.D and become involved in a murder mystery that leads to
the very throne room of Emperor Nero!

Anime Room Baka, Tests, and Summoned Beasts Marathon   (5 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Rot Your Brain: What if grades directly translated into combat ability? That is exactly the case in the reformed
education system in Japan, where the privileges of a class are based on their battle rank. What happens when the
lowest ranked class challenges the best?

Video Room The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951)   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Contest - Rating: PG)
Peaceful aliens show up to help us out and we do what we do best. Earth Attacks!

3:30 AM Video Room Planet of the Apes (1968)   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: G)
Dude crash lands on planet, finds out that it has been taken over by apes, and we blew it all up

4:00 AM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Sylvester McCoy: "Ghostlight"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
London, 1983. An old house in Perivale mysteriously burns to the ground. One hundred years earlier, the Doctor
and Ace arrive at the mansion where they meet a family that make the Addamses look like the Cleavers. But in their
mission to reveal the sinister evil within Gabriel Chase, Ace must face her own inner nightmares.

5:30 AM Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Colin Baker: "Timelash"   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: G)
The Doctor and Peri wind up trapped by a mysterious despotic ruler, and their only rescue may come from a timid
young man named Herbert George Wells!

Video Room Zombieland   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: R)
Woody Harrelson meets Bill Murray in a world of zombies. It's amazing. Serioulsy, how could u miss it?

Sunday, July 8th
7:00 AM Anime Room You Are Umasou Da Ne?/Oblivion Island   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)

Sunday Morning Adventures: A baby carnivore dinosaur is raised by plant eating dinosaurs, resulting in a cute and
comical identity crisis. The title literally translates "Aren't you tasty?"

Video Room Mars Attacks   (2 Hours - Contest - Rating: PG-13)
Starring Tom Jones singing his hit song, "It's Not Unusual"

8:30 AM Anime Room You Are Umasou Da Ne?/Oblivion Island   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG)
Sunday Morning Adventures: Grieving for her dead mother, Haruka embarks upon a magical quest to Oblivion
Island, where lost and forgotten things are taken, in order to retrieve her mother's hand mirror.

9:00 AM Dr. Who Room Sherlock with Benedict Cumberbatch and Martin Freeman: "A Study in Pink"
(unaired pilot)   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Video - Rating: PG-13)
As a special feature, we are presenting the unaired pilot for the award-winning Sherlock series, "A Study in Pink".
The immortal detective has been re-imagined to the 21st Century, a legendary genius who embraces cyberspace as
one of his many tools in criminal detection. In the opening episode, recently retired Afgahistan field doctor John
Watson meets the eccentric Sherlock in hopes they can share the expense of a large London flat. But when
Scotland Yard calls for his help in solving a series of high-profile suicides, Watson finds that there is wonder and
danger in being associated with Sherlock Holmes!

Video Room Legend   (2 Hours - Rating: PG)
This is before Tom Cruise made the horrible mistake of War of the Worlds. Oh, and it has Darkness and unicorns.
Who doesn't love unicorns?

10:00 AM Main Programming Non Denominational Chapel Service   (1 Hour - Family Friendly Activity - Rating: G)
Join us for a short time of worship and sharing.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Rational Time Travel   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG)
Rational time travel is that which does not invoke the hack writer's copout - the parallel universe. Imagine the infinite
energy cost of throwing off another parallel universe every time someone takes a breath. A "one road" time path is
much more rational and only requires the energy of creating the contents of the time machine chamber in the new
spacetime. We'll look at examples of time travel from existing science fiction. Audience participation is welcome.

Anime Room C: The Money of Soul & Possibility Control   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Ending with a Bang: The credit economy takes an interesting twist with battles using a person's future as collateral
for power.

10:30 AM Dr. Who Room The Sarah Jane Adventures with Elisabeth Sladen: "The Last Sontaran"   (1 Hour -
Video - Rating: G)
Sarah and the gang investigate mysterious lights around the Tycho Radio Tower, only to run face-to-potato head
with the only surviving Sontaran from the Tenth Battle Fleet destroyed by the Tenth Doctor. And, as you might
guess, he's not feeling mellow about it.

11:00 AM Main Programming Trailer Park   (1 Hour - Rating: PG)
Relax and nurse your Sunday hangover with classic (and not so classic) movie trailers from days gone by, as well
as trailers for current and upcoming Hollywood blockbusters.

Grand Ballroom 6 The Big Bang Theory Discussion   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: PG)
Our whole universe was in a hot dense state when a pretty girl moved in across the hall from 2 of "our" fellow geeks.
Now 5 years later, this TV show is the number one comedy on television and demonstrates to the world that the
geeks shall inherit the Earth! Discuss the show "about us".

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Setup: Critter Course   (30 Minutes)
Setup: Critter Course

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Sets and Props   (1 Hour - Expert Panel)
Mark Racop, Jill Racop, and Mark Shidler tell how you can make an entire space station out of $300 worth of
Styrofoam. Sets and props are vital in any movie, but even moreso in a science fiction film. Find out how it can be
done well and on a budget.

Indianapolis Ballroom D FTL: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG)
The science for possible faster-than-light travel is not well-developed, but when it arrives, you can be sure that it will
contain an inner logic and not obviously violate existing physical laws. We will take examples from existing science
fiction to marvel at the creative hyperdrives and howl at the boneheaded ones. Audience participation is welcome.

Video Room Equilbrium   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: R)
Updated take on Farenheight 451 that has amazing gun katas.

11:30 AM Grand Ballroom 7-8 Critter Course   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Contest - Rating: G)
Can't take the heat, or just want to test your robot in a more civilized fashion? Try the Critter Course-- an obstacle
course designed to challenge your robot's design and your skills!
Read the Rules

Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Matt Smith, Karen Gillan, and Arthur Darvill: "Closing Time"   (1
Hour - Video - Rating: PG)
With the Doctor now getting closer to his fate at Lake Silencio, he revisits his former roomie Craig Owens, now
married to Sophie and a brand-new papa. But his arrival couldn't have come at a better time, as sightings of strange
silver "rats" at a local department store force the Doctor to intercede on behalf of Earth, with Craig as his reluctant
accomplice.

12:00 PM Main Programming Concert: Herculean Cheese Storm   (1 Hour)
Crystal Wolf and Allyson Clarkson team up as Herculean Cheese Storm for this concert.

Grand Ballroom 6 What Happened to American Space Exploration?   (1 Hour - Rating: G)
With retirement of the US Space Shuttle, America now has to send its astronauts to space on either Russian craft or
fly commercial. Despite the encouragement of commercial and private space activity, what happened to the dream?
Why and where did we falter? What can we do to get back into the final frontier?

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C How to Be a Prolific Screenwriter   (1 Hour - Workshop)
Prolific Screenwriter is a simple five-step reformatting technique that turns outlines & books into screenplays. This
screenwriting course, designed at UCLA Extension, speeds up the screenwriting process.

Indianapolis Ballroom D So When Will the Computers Take Over?   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: PG)
We have all read or seen the books and movies where the computer AI takes over the world. When should we
expect this?

Anime Room Coicent/5 Numbers   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: TV-PG)
Ending with a Bang: Two side stories set in the future world of Freedom.

12:30 PM Dr. Who Room Whoosier Network Door Prize Drawings!   (30 Minutes - Rating: G)
Hope you got your tickets, because we have some terrific prizes ready to be raffled off!

1:00 PM Main Programming Comics Now: Marvel, DC, and Others   (1 Hour)
The state of comics since the start of the New 52 (from 2011 on).

Grand Ballroom 6 Pagan Ritual   (1 Hour - Audience Participation - Rating: G)
Come celebrate the Goddess

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Setup: Critter Crunch   (30 Minutes)
Setup: Critter Crunch

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Building Puppets   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Q & A - Rating: G)
Learn about puppet building, materials, designs, and puppeteering.

Indianapolis Ballroom D Law and the Multiverse   (1 Hour)
A panel discussing the interaction of law and comic book stories.

Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Matt Smith, Karen Gillan, and Arthur Darvill: "The Wedding of
River Song"   (1 Hour - Video - Rating: PG)
Throughout the universe, the time is 5:02 P.M., April 22 2011. On Earth, all historical events are happening
simultaneously, and in the palace of Holy Roman Emperor Winston Churchill, His Majesty releases the one man
who may be able to resolve the damage to the time continuum-- a "soothsayer" known only as "the Doctor".

Anime Room Ookami-san & Her Seven Companions   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Ending with a Bang: A comical fantasy school romance between the wolf and hunter with the help of Little Red
Riding Hood, Snow White, and other fairy tale characters with quirky personalities.

Video Room Night of the Living Dead   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: R)
The choice is yours, the original or the remake. Once again, don't f- it up.

1:30 PM Grand Ballroom 7-8 Critter Crunch   (1 Hour, 30 Minutes - Contest - Rating: G)
Robot Madness!
The Critter Crunch is a brutal display of Robotic Combat! Bring your robot weighing in at 2 pounds or less to
compete in vicious Arena Combat!
Read the Rules

2:00 PM Main Programming Chris and Crys Take Over the World - Live Podcast   (1 Hour)
Come and join Chris Canary, Crystal Wolf, and Melissa Kocias as they explain the ins and outs of podcasting, the
benefits that it can mean to marketing and generally answering questions and having a great time.

Grand Ballroom 6 ET: Invader or Savior?   (1 Hour - Round Table Discussion - Rating: R)
What do people expect of our first contact with Non-Terrestrial Intelligent Life? Will they come to Earth to welcome
us into the Galactic Civilization? Or just to take our women?

Dr. Who Room Doctor Who with Matt Smith: "The Doctor, the Widow, and the Wardrobe"   (1 Hour -
Video - Rating: PG)
During World War II, the Doctor returns a kindness done for him by a woman who has just discovered that her
husband, a fighter pilot, will not be returning home for Christmas. Upon the widow's arrival at a relative's huge
mansion with her children to spend the holidays, the Doctor, posing as the house's "caretaker", whisks them off on a
wondrous journey to another planet!

3:00 PM Main Programming Meet the Circle of Janus   (1 Hour - Expert Panel - Rating: PG)
Meet the officers and members of the Circle of Janus

Grand Ballroom 7-8 Figurine Sculpture Demonstration   (1 Hour)
Sculptor David Lee Pancake will give a figurine sculpting demonstration. He will show how to construct a wire
armature for the human figure and the application of polymer clay. He will use a variety of techniques to apply
textures and detail to the sculpture.

Indianapolis Ballroom A-C Movie and TV Franchises in Comics   (1 Hour)
How have these franchises taken off? Including Buffy, Angel and Faith, Planet of the Apes, Ghostbusters, Steed and
Peel, Fringe, Supernatural, and Warehouse 13.

Anime Room Kill Me Baby!   (2 Hours - Video - Rating: TV-14)
Ending with a Bang: Sonya-chan leads a double life as an assassin and middle school student, accompanied by her
spastic classmate, Oribe, and psuedo-ninja, Agiri

4:00 PM Main Programming Rap with the ConChair   (1 Hour - General Discussion - Rating: G)
Come rap with the ConChair.


